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Editorial 

. h e ? 

: Where will you go? 
y ay : Fj By: Christina Wallhausser 

i. . pawe " Ne http://www.union.wisc.edu/wud/altbreaks-about.htm 
aha 
Te AN , ; _ 
vn A oe PAN I celebrated New Year's Eve with other UW-Madison, I settled on the University 

i ae Ry friends from UW-Madison who also of Queensland in Australia where I will 
» SS found themselves in California and the continue my coursework for the next five 

~ a i a next day we travelled to Pasadena. At months. Prior to arriving in Australia 
a ” Fz tN the stadium, it was almost as if we were I will be travelling to Fiji to hopefully 

i 4 4 at Camp Randall. Everywhere I turned squeeze in a week of relaxation before my 
ty is there was a sea of red. I was even casually “rigorous” semester abroad begins. 

4 | i 7 FY bumping into fellow students that I hadn't 
Sw k seen since exam time. I mean, seriously, | When I take a step back at look at my 

' - was 2,000 miles from campus and I was _ college career so far at UW-Madison, I 
“You have brains in your head. You have bumping into fellow students. And we can’t help but think “Wow, this school has 
feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself all had that in common; we were all able __ really hooked me up. UW-Madison has 
any direction you choose. You're on your __ to travel 2,000 miles for the same reason given me so many reasons to spread my 
own. And you know what you know. _ from the same university. wings and explore our country, and now, 
And YOU are the one who'll decide the world. I feel so lucky to have such 
where to go...” —Dr. Suess After a disappointing loss in 2011, it amazing opportunities that have opened 

seemed only fair to have a second go me up to different people and cultures 
eople always say that getting a at it in 2012. I once again logged into and have provided me with a humbled 

Pies education can really “take the system an hour early and waited for _ mentality that I can bring back to campus. 
you places”. They talk about 9:00 pm to purchase yet another set of Moreover, I think about the places I 

these places as if they were completely Rose Bow! tickets. This trip however was _ will go after I graduate because of UW- 
unattainable unless you go to college. going to be different as our plans began Madison, whether it is through a job or 
They sound magical and fun, yet December 26th at approximately 5:00 am _ volunteering or continued education; the 
completely unknown. Upon receiving in a Wisconsin decorated mini-van. This possibilities are almost overwhelming. 
my acceptance to UW-Madison about was when I began my second Rose Bowl Every student that goes through UW- 
3 years ago I was so anxious to start journey thanks to UW-Madison and 15 Madison will be presented with a lot of 
“going places’, as they would say. Little hours later we ended up in Wyoming, unique opportunities to explore and learn 
did I know, these places were not just again my first time. Then we travelled to and try new things, and every student on 
my future after college, but also physical Utah and Nevada (both new to me) and campus should take advantage of those 
places throughout the world. Thanks continued on to California. After the opportunities as often as possible. If 
to the UW, I have justified traveling to game we spent time in Oklahoma and __ you are curious about my adventures in 
seven states within the U.S. (5 never Missouri, specifically St. Louis, where we Australia you can check out my blog at: 
travelled before), and now Iam about to toured the Anheuser-Busch brewery (you _http://agingerinaustralia.blogspot.com/ 
jump on a plane for 20 hours to begin __ really should go if you ever get the chance). Looking for an adventure of your own at 
my study abroad journey in Australia. I Although this journey was again greeted | UW-Madison? Check out the alternative 
feel extremely lucky to go to an amazing __ by a disappointing loss in Pasadena, the _ breaks for this year’s spring break. Trips 
school that literally takes me places. trip was an amazing experience. By the _ include destinations such as Michigan, 

way, our country is HUGE! Florida, Connecticut, South Dakota, or 
About a year ago, on December 5th 2011, North Carolina. 
I was one of the lucky ones that bought This February I depart on yet another 
two tickets to the 2011 Rose Bowl Game _journey, maybe the most exciting journey 
in the very brief twenty minutes they of my life, which again has become 
were available. On December 31st I possible because of UW-Madison. Of 
boarded a plane to fly to Los Angeles. It the 50 study abroad programs offered 
was my first time ever going to California. just within the college of engineering at 

www.wisconsinengineer.com wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu (608)262-3494 1550 Engineering Drive, Madison, WI 53706 
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Badger Herald... 
orty-one years ago, in the midst of anti-war riots, four students _an all-night session of the legislature, work continues until 4:00 a.m. 

HE with a few typewriters and desks established a weekly student _After that time at night, the printer would refuse to accept the paper. 
newspaper. They called itan experiment. Today the experiment The web department usually works between midnight and 6 a.m. to 

has become the largest and most award-winning fully independent _ minimize site interruption . Just like the engineering campus, there’s 
student daily newspaper in Wisconsin, the Badger Herald. someone there around the clock, hard at work. 

Its offices, located at 326 West Gorham Street, bustle with about 150 As we at Wisconsin Engineer Magazine know, practicing 
staff members throughout the day. Most are full-time students and — communication doesn’t mean majoring in it. The Badger Herald is not 
many put in 40 hour work weeks . just for communication or journalism majors. Many in the editorial 

department are, but many are pursuing double majors showing a range 
For every issue, the process of publication is a nearly continuous _ of other interests. The Badger Herald does not discriminate based on 
cycle, and the offices are occupied at all hours of the day. Around academic experience. The office’s proud example is their design director, 
100 writers and reporters scout out the biggest news stories for the an engineering major! Whatever the major, all students can benefit 
next day’s edition, and story assignments go out before noon. The __ from experience with a successful college newspaper. As the Editor-in- 
advertising and business departments operate during regularbusiness chief, Signe Brewster said, “It offers a set of experiences that you won't 
hours beginning at 7:00 a.m. Each department has a meeting at 4:00 _find in a classroom, and many employers recognize that because they 
p.m. to rank stories and create an agenda for the design department. —_ once worked for a student newspaper as well.” 
Once complete news stories come in, they are triple checked, first by 
department head, then copy editor, then the editor in charge that day | The Badger Herald has met its share of challenges to its continuity. 
(editor in chief, editor at large or managing editor). The same three The paper has had to defend its decision to publish several highly 
levels check the work again after content is organized and placed _ controversial political cartoons and advertisements. The reprinting 
on the page. On an average night people are hard at work on the of a Danish cartoon depicting the Islamic prophet Mohammed 
issue until the deadline at 2:00 a.m. For special occasions, such as _ sparked forums and debates on campus. Similarly in 2001 the Herald 
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Managing editor Ryan Rainey enjoys downtime at the Badger Herald office with fellow staff members. 
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A group of Badger Herald staff members meet to discuss story ideas. 

published an advertisement by controversial conservative writer tradition of a professional paper,” said Brewster. “That’s something 
David Horowitz, resulting in protests and demands for an apology. that we really try to respect here. We are constantly innovating.” 
Instead the Herald reiterated its commitment to First Amendment The Badger Herald does more than bring news to students, it brings 
rights and received national recognition for its stance. students together to discuss, debate, banter, chat, tease, argue, and 

engage in real conversations about today’s issues. What we have here 

The Badger Herald also connects students across campus beyond the is communication. WB 

daily news in a unique way. Printed every Wednesday and available 
online every day, the Shout Outs give everyone a place to share Article by: Lori Bierman 
random thoughts with the world. Whether profound or mundane, Photography by: Adam Dircz 

approving or angry, saluting the hottie in the library or denouncing Design by: Elizabeth Jurgens 
the jerk in lecture, everyone loves reading the ShoutOuts. “There is a 
ShoutOut controller. I can’t tell you who it is, but it is a single person 
behind that,” says Brewster. “They have arguably the most important 
role on campus.” Like the students in the role of Bucky at sporting 
events, the ShoutOut controller is never identified but always adored 
by fans across campus. 

“a d I f ffi Oana)” apes ae As student journalists we are free to try different | I : ir Take «7: 
things because we are learning and wearenot Se egy \i 

oe . ” yA ig oO Vat 

bound by the tradition of a professional paper SUBS 4 % Off our 308 

Any Order 
- Signe Brewster I ¥ 1 

! Over $20 
I * i 1 

The Badger Herald is not just a piece of enduring history on campus. 1 328 W.Gorham St. (608) 286-1000 1 

It moves at the pace of the campus, always renewing its ideas and 1 i i nenlhamceen. 

refreshing its image. “As student journalists we are free to try ! At Silver Mine pa Meme es Mar te I 

different things because we are learning and we are not bound by the | We engineer great subs offer Expres soriz 
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ow would you feel if you no longer had to plugin your cell phone Nanotechnology Group at UW-Madison is using piezoelectric material 
to recharge it? What about if you or someone you know could __ to harness the power from vibrations, in particular vibrations from air 
avoid an invasive surgery that was necessary to replace the _ flow, in order to generate usable energy. Jian Shi, who is a graduate student 

batteries in their pacemaker? Imagine if you could produce the power _in material science and engineering at UW-Madison, has been in charge 
necessary to operate these everyday electronics simply by breathing. of much of the simulations and calculations involved with this research. 
The average person takes approximately 21,600 breaths per day, which —_A former member of the group, postdoctoral researcher Chengliang Sun, 
is potentially enough to drive self-powered biomedical devices. By was the key in suggesting the specific material used for this research. 
utilizing something called the piezoelectric effect, researchers at UW- 
Madison are working on a method that harnesses low velocity air flow The ideas behind this new technology were shaped from Professor 
to produce the power to do just that. Wang’s research that he completed at Georgia Tech, in which he 

Piezoelectricity is not a common term but it is used in many 
common devices such as lighters, loudspeakers and ultrasound 
machines. A piezoelectric material is one which produces an Fi 
electric charge in response to a mechanical force, such as pressure. © j 
If these materials are scaled down to nano-size, even forces as ) 
small as the vibrations from a heartbeat will trigger an electric 
response. Consider a few other sources of vibrations: acoustic 
waves, foot traffic, and air flow. Vibration forces are the most 
abundant and attainable mechanical energy source within 
our environment. Professor Xudong Wang’s Nanoscience and 7 
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| ‘This is a material compatible in the body that exhibits better properties than the more commonly [ 
| _used piezoelectric materials. To be able to create enough vibration from an average respiration speed [ 
POs anobore om ceo emp coulyBtia le mem ome ntaComni Oem n col emmy 

parison, the average thickness of a strand of hair is 80 micrometers thick! The thinner the material, | 
| the more efficient it will be at converting mechanical energy into power. One experiment that the © 
| group successfully demonstrated was powering a stop watch by r unning a small fan that produced 
| air flow around 3.5 meters per second across the PVDF microbelts. This illustrates that the group’s |} 
| method of harnessing low velocity air flow generates enough power for it be integrated into implant- | 

able biomedical devices. a 
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determined various sources for mechanical energy generation. Wang _ micrometer-sized products with the highest power output possible are 
is now a professor at UW-Madison who specializes in nanotechnology _ needed. Currently, Wang’s team is using an ion-etching process to thin 
and piezoelectric materials. He teaches an undergraduate course in the PVDF material from 100 to 23 micrometers. Developing a method 
ceramic materials and also graduate level courses in nanotechnology — to accomplish the thinning task is difficult because the piezoelectric 

for Master’s and Pre-Dissertator’s research and thesis. His motivation properties of the material must be preserved throughout the process. 

to succeed comes from his personal interest in the field. Wang says, Quantifying the mechanical to electric energy conversion is also a 
“I have always had the personality of doing things the best. It’s really difficult task. The primary goal with this technology is to improve power 
an intrinsic thing, I think it’s fun to make things work.” His theory density along with energy conversion efficiency while providing the 
on success certainly proves true based on the numerous awards he _ thinnest product possible. 
has received throughout his career; some of which include the Ross 

Coffin Purdy Award from the American Ceramic Society, the Young There will be high demand for this nanotechnology in the biomedical 

Innovators Under 35 Award by Technology Review Magazine, the _ field because of its small-scale capacity and also because PVDF is a 
DARPA Young Faculty Award, and the KAUST Research Fellow award. biocompatible material. One goal for this method of electric production 

Looking to the future, Wang hopes he can use his expertise to solve a __is to be able to power devices that must be implanted in the body. 
more critical problem, such as solar energy harvesting. Particular devices that may utilize this self-powered technology include 

pacemakers, defibrillators, ventricular assist devices, muscle and 
The future in harvesting energy via piezoelectric material is shaping out neurological stimulators, drug pumps and monitoring devices such as 
to be an extremely important and competitive field for scientists and _ those to regulate blood-glucose levels. This renewable energy source will 
engineers. Researchers at Stanford University are working on harnessing _ provide a much longer lifetime for these devices, deterring the need for 
muscular contractions of the heart to power pacemakers. This technology _ surgical battery replacements. 

will incorporate a nanogenerator to not only produce power, but also to 

store it for emergency use. Similarly, researchers at Princeton University Researchers at UW-Madison are on the forefront of this technology, 

are working on a piezoelectric material that can be embedded into and considering the endless possibilities with it, someday instead of just 
rubber shoes and will generate power using the vibrations from walking _ recharging your body when you're asleep you could also be recharging 

or running to charge personal electronics. Other energy harvesting your cell phone or a biomedical device. we 
technologies that are competing against these piezoelectric materials to 
become ‘the next big renewable/alternative energy source’ include solar _ Article by: Austin Kaiser 
and thermal energy, nanotechnology and even chemical energy. Photography by: Joe Powell 

Design by: Max Burton 

One of the challenges in developing this renewable energy is incorporating 

a way to store the produced power efficiently. Each individual breath only 
creates up to a micro-watt of energy, which is not enough to power any 
electronic device alone (a mobile phone simply on standby consumes 
approximately 42 micro-watts per hour). Power output would increase 
with time if a method for accumulating all of the generated energy was 
introduced; thus to maximize the productivity of this technology, it 
is essential to design a storage system within the applied devices. This 
stored energy is what may power the piezoelectric devices in the near 
future until further development has succeeded in efficiently harvesting 
larger amounts of generated power. 

Another challenge that must be overcome before this technology 

is integrated into nanoelectronics includes the fabrication of the 
piezoelectric materials. Optimizing the size is difficult because 

— 
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f you are an engineer you have likely stepped inside the Engineering Advisors are a great resource; they can connect you to information recommended that I enroll in the math department’s Supplemental an appointment with your advisor? After all, the EGR advisors want to 

General Resource (EGR) office. Still remember your EGR advisor? about studying abroad, certificates, changing majors, and more. Tanya Instruction program -and as a result I saw an increase of two letter grades! _ share their experiences with students. As Tanya puts it ““the people who 

Don't let the large engineering pool or the fact that each advisor can _ herself says that “we all know a lot of advisors on campus.” Whether had the biggest influences on me as a student were my advisors and I 

have upwards of 400 students to advise fool you: chances are they remember _ it means providing a connection to another advisor, the EGR advisors Most of the EGR advisors have been in students’ shoes. Take Tanya for _ want to pay it forward.” We 

you too! want to “make sure people understand the resources available to them,” example, when she was a freshman at UW-Madison, she was failing ; , 

says Tanya. Advisors are brimming with information from where to find Calculus 221. She felt the disappointment, frustration, and confusion Article by: Rachel Feil 

The EGR office is made up of 5 full time advisors: Eman Zaki, Tanya great study groups and general preparation strategies to what the scoop most students feel. She decided to go in to talk to her advisor who Photography by: Chris Ross 

Cutsforth, Beth Dawson, Heather Mialik, and Bonnie Schmidt. Each _ js behind certain professors. helped calm her down and assisted in switching her classes. Like the Design by: Evan Owens 

advisor is assigned certain engineering departments. Tanya Cutsforth, who rest of the staff in the EGR office, Tanya wants to “help students avoid 

I spoke with, is the advisor for intended electrical and computer engineers. This year, the EGR advisors provided first year students with a new some of the missteps.” 
resource, Group Advising Days. Over the course of two days they 

Michelle Bay describes her experience with the EGR advisors as “a provided information sessions where Tanya says “students came in to Most importantly, advisors advise because they love it. Yes, academic 

positive, very personal experience.” Like most students, Michelle typically hear course choices for the spring, experienced a resource fair, received advising is an important aspect of their job, but EGR advisors go beyond 

visits her advisor once or twice a semester to take advantage of what the _ cross college advising, and got to speak with many other departments.” that daily. Tanya says “we really make sure to be accessible when they 

advisor has to offer. She describes this resource as a “one stop shop” to help students become [students] need it.” 
: better informed. A majority of engineering freshman attended and the 

Most students typically see their advisor once a semester: when they event was deemed a success. Another Group Advising Day is being As an EGR student, there was one month that I had to take an excused 

schedule their classes. As a result, advisors are busiest right before class sign _ planned for next fall. absence due to health related issues and family events. My EGR advisor 

up. Outside of the busy scheduling period, most advisors’ calendars are free was there for me; not only did my advisor make it a point to advise me 

~ making it a much more ideal time to visit. Advisors admit that sometimes it’s hard to break through to students. every step of the way - she checked up on me with a personal phone call 

First year students often are hesitant to take full advantage of advisors while I was gone to ask me how I was doing. 

According to Tanya Cutsforth, these academic visits usually unfold in two _and support programs. Tanya says “it’s tough to know right away” when 
ways: Curriculum guides and/or referrals. Advisors will initially go over and where to get help in classes such as Calc 222 or EMA 201 (Statics). Whether you are still an EGR student yourself or have been accepted 

everything from your DARS report, future classes, and, then refer you to Most incoming students do not receive tutoring in high school and into your program, our friendly EGR advisors provide the resources to a 

potential tutors or support you may need. aren't comfortable with asking for help. My freshman year my advisor better life here on campus. Why not give the EGR office a call to schedule 
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t has been nearly a year since the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear 
[= plant experienced catastrophe, after a massive earthquake 

devastated Japan and left nearly 16,000 people dead and another 
80,000 homeless. The earthquake and the following tsunami caused 
critical damage at the Fukushima plant that led to multiple reactor core 
meltdowns and emission of radioactive material into the surrounding 
area. Consequent expenses of the 20-kilometer evacuation, 

stabilization of the facility, and waste treatment will cost billions of 
dollars. Additionally, the event has raised worldwide concerns about 
the safety and future role of nuclear power in a global environment 
dependent on energy. 

The decommissioned Fukushima plant, first commissioned in 1971, was 

one of the 25 largest nuclear power plants in the world. It consisted of 
six light-water boiling reactors, and it was capable of producing over 
4,500MW of electricity. Located on the eastern seaboard 250 kilometers 
from Tokyo, the facility was designed to withstand a magnitude 8.2 impacted bya 14-meter wall of water that left all motion-operated pumps 
earthquake which would produce a five meter tsunami. It was grossly inoperable. Reactor operators attempted to use emergency battery 
ill prepared to withstand the magnitude 9.0 earthquake and 15 meter _ power to keep the cores from overheating while additional batteries 
tsunami it was faced with. were dispatched, but they only arrived six hours after the tsunami struck 

due to hazardous transit conditions. Cooling problems persisted, and 
the facility experienced meltdown in three reactors, which led to several 

ee eee eee large hydrogen gas explosions. 

“The disaster at Fukushima released over 
10 times more radioactive material than did A general emergency was declared, and 200,000 people were evacuated. 

- = ig A The disaster at Fukushima released over 10 times more radioactive 

the Three Mile Island accident in Harrisburg, material than did the Three Mile Island accident in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania in 1979.” Pennsylvania in 1979 and about 1/10th of the radioactive material of 

the Chernobyl disaster in 1986. No loss of life has been attributed to the 
Fukushima accident, but a small number of workers were reported to 

have experienced radiation exposure of six times the allowable limit. The 
estimate of latent cancers is relatively low at 100 out of tens of millions 

In order to understand how control was lost, it is necessary to understand = when compared to Chernobyl, which saw about 50 early fatalities and 
the chain of events that led to the cessation of nuclear core cooling _ thousands of attributed cases of cancer. 
and, ultimately, meltdown. The seismic activity initially triggered an 
automatic shutdown of the reactors, and the nuclear chain reaction was _It is curious just how the disaster was able to unfold in the first place. 
stopped while cooling systems removed decay heat. However, the tremor | The Fukushima facility was shown to be highly under-equipped to 
resulted in loss of offsite electricity supply, which necessitated the use withstand such a large, once-in-a-thousand-years natural disaster. But 
of diesel generators to power the emergency cooling pumps. An hour __ officials were aware that tsunamis of larger magnitude had occurred 
later, the plant, designed to withstand waves around 5 meters tall, was _in the past—specifically, a larger earthquake in 869AD. This has raised 
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concerns, not only in Japan, but also worldwide about the resilience to ECs 
; ; ; 3 a natural disasters and readiness of governments to respond in the case a eo 

of an emergency. While Japan and the United States’ philosophy for 2) A RAY 
handling natural disasters is similar, the U.S. has more advanced safety | | is 
measures and robust surrounding civil infrastructures. For this reason, ae 4 " 1 

Professor Michael Corradini, a professor of nuclear engineering at UW- a 1 | 
Madison, believes that such a disaster “would never have happened in Atal 1 ane 
the United States.” ae Se 

There are many lessons to be learned from the Fukushima disaster. The } = } PE Ve Ee \iL £&é 
Tokyo Electric Power Company (TECPO) did not sufficiently prepare for i Bi ig 3 a a rr \ Mec fa +): 
large-scale nuclear accidents. The facility’s on-site emergency electricity 4 en on my a . ine 
sources were lost quickly, and a plan for dealing with prolonged power Pe tea ay i i, 
failure was not instituted. Improvements are necessary to severe accident 7 ih | Af ie an Hi 
management, as well as regulation and oversight. More rigorous orl | tay et a 
personnel training, drilling, and exercise must also be called upon. ] * ti a ea 

In response, the United States has made attempts to strengthen its ae li 
existing nuclear program. U.S. nuclear power plants are prepared for the 
maximum credible disasters that pose a threat— floods, earthquakes, 
tornadoes, aircraft impact, etc. Industry preparation such as training Signs in the Mechanical Engineering building light up to notify 
is aimed to exceed the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) ee if radiations leaked from th h ‘ 
requirements. U.S. industry has a long tradition of continuous learning, Se ce aaa ee Seen reactor 
and a substantial amount of safety updates were put into action over a 
decade ago after the 9/11 terrorist attacks. In the short term, the U.S. is 
taking action to verify plants’ capability to respond to natural disasters 
and loss of off-site power as well as emergency response equipment. 

Support for nuclear power took a blow after the Fukushima disaster. A 
CBS News Poll in March of this year showed that American’s approval 
of the United State’s building new nuclear facilities dropped from 57% 

to 43%. Attitudes vary along regional, partisan, and gender lines. While 
the numbers may reflect a highly reactionary response to the disaster rs 

in Japan, they demonstrate just how fragile citizens’ attitudes toward hg 
nuclear energy are in the United States even three decades removed from \ b Ot, es \ 
its last major disaster. : ~ Jon 

b. Ne q hi 

The United States’ plan to mitigate public fears of nuclear energy is to eo : K\ 
demonstrate by example. Enhanced safety regulations put in place over R . i \ 
the past decade and increased awareness and sensitivity provoked by the 4 } | \ 

: a : : ; ; AE ON 
Fukushima disaster will greatly reduce the risk of a catastrophic event i | im 
at one of the United States’ 104 nuclear power plants—two of which are Ky Pa Xs \ ] 
located in eastern Wisconsin. ESN a _) Ky , ii 

PS | Tip, oe 
Despite public fears that surround nuclear energy, it is a technology — S| y NI | F04 
unlikely to diminish. While there are tremendous financial hurdles that | —| { — ( aa 
must be overcome to develop new facilities, nuclear power currently = { | maa), uy ae 4 
provides about 20% of the United State’s energy needs. The clean and, |< Ss 3 = “J Pee 
in the case of the United States, increasingly safe alternative to waning [© \ 4 = (| a i — 
fossil fuels is likely to remain a prominent player in supplying global Ce : | ai 1 \ Ti 
energy demands. We 3 | ’ ll mn , 

= il : | roan tty | | 3 a 4 os i ee gee tabi TO Te eT bs Jlot 
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A A A anaes } _— A small charter school in Milwaukee uses a rigorous ie f | 

science and engineering curriculum to close rio : 
achievement gap 
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Ree MET Ea Tune Sauls Among the plethora of issues that high schools in urban settings face Students who are not able to bring their grade up in a course through any [IDUTSRT Siar CE Belem eels ee CM i Co SUM 
CUCL eC eC CR BCC mT when trying to provide quality education, an overreaching pattern is “kids of these mechanisms will be forced to take it again. “We don’t ever ask PYRO Re Tu Tee RCCL CURR Ca ELC 
translation during the three week winter intersession. that have been, what I call socially promoted,” says Hoben. “When even people to leave. We want people to finish here, if it takes them 5 or 6 years. — : 7 

5 : Seno he though they failed everything in 7th grade, they got allowed to go to 8th We want them to stay here and finish, it’s an investment on both sides, When developing Carmen’ curriculum, Dr. Hoben drew from research 
here are us going to get the next penetration of selenUEtS and grade and then they failed everything in 8th grade and got allowed to go that’s how we look at it. They can’t keep graduating kids that are not ready by ACT on college readiness and her personal educational experiences. 

engineers? Thats a eee DE Eatcia Hoben one asked to 9th grade.” When developing a curriculum with the goal of preparing to take college level courses. And so that was one thing that was behind Tspent the last 25 years of Ty Career outside of the research lab but still 
when she entered Bere public policy after completing a these students for college, the problem of “social promotion” makes the our thinking—how can we structure a program that won't let kids leave ¥S!N My science in many different capacities. That's really why I thought 

doctorate degree in biophysics and biochemistry at Yale. jobs of high school teachers and administrators incredibly difficult. unless they are ready to do college level work?” an emphasis on science and engineering isn’t just for the purposes of 
z breeding more scientists and engineers, but to make everybody better 

To find her answer, “You have to look at the population” says Hoben. — gtudents that have been socially promoted or passed junior high with And when Dn Hoben says “ready” for college level work, she means thinkers and problem solvers and have the analytical mind of a scientist.” 
According to the US. Census Bureau, the Hispanic ongmy population mostly Ds have never been held to standards that forced them to actually it. After learning that about half of UWM students that came from - i 
contributed over 50% of the nation’s total population growth from 2000 to raster the curriculum, Dr, Hoben explains that the key to preparing Milwaukee Public Schools were taking remedial classes in their first year, _ Carmen not only sets the bar high for its students, but for its staff as well. 
2010, making them the fastest growing population in the U.S. Dr. Hoben, students for college is to change that culture of low expectations. “We she was bothered. “When you look at the income levels in Milwaukee, Six of the teachers at Carmen are current or former Teach for America 

Nios Cera rgte sity De Ob tescetci ect citi ing end ocr Ue. are going to hold the bar here and say you can’t pass until you meet the these are children that come from impoverished homes and scraping "PS members. “I feel that young people that are selected by Teach for 
future scientists and engineers of the United States—and she decided to criteria,’ says Hoben, “and we have to do something to support kids if we together tuition is huge. To have to take remedial classes, up to 28 credits, America (TFA) are from schools that offer some of the most rigorous 

start in Milwaukee. are going to have that kind of a standard” that don’t even apply to the college degree is just absurd.” says Hoben. college curriculum and that these young candidates generally are among 
. the highest performers,” says Hoben, “If you have that knowledge, then 

We knew when Ie Were oine LC Cpcnat the south side that there was a “Many of the students arrive at Carmen with extremely below average Dr. Hoben and her team immersed themselves in research on college YOU are comfortable enough in your subject area and you like it enough 
very fast growing population here and not enough schools toserve them,” standardized test scores that prove they really lack most of the basic skills readiness. “The ACT is an achievement test that has lot of research behind _ © have things in place that will help you be a good teacher: says Hoben who opened Carmen High School of Science and Technology that a high school curriculum is supposed to build off of. Dr. Hoben and her it? says Hoben. “What they showed is that students that get a certain score . 
in 2007. Not having enough schools is not the only struggle many families team designed several mechanisms to be able to give kids the opportunity on the reading, have a 75% chance of getting a C or higher and a 50% Chris Sover, a second year TFA corps member and biology teacher at 

oe the south side face. With the average annual aaa fora family offour 5g get up to a C level work. The first intervention measure is an after school chance of getting a B or higher on their college level biology class. There is Catmen says that one of the biggest challenges when working with his 
in the neighborhood being $24,000, there is limited access to resources program that studentsare assigned to by their teachers if they are not meeting real predictive value to that.” So Dr. Hoben and her team went and looked _ Students is getting them motivated to perform well. His classroom is 
many of us take advantage of. the standards in class. “You have a smaller group instruction and the teacher at what it is these successful schools were doing that linked to higher decorated with multiple posters and pieces submitted by 

, ' : : ; 4 knows what it is that group of kids isn’t doing well on. The idea is that if you performance on those exams and found that a common denominator was__ Students that support a theme of 

Aner ee See ee er uRe Gt reece Re eyoUs public and fail a test, after two weeks of going to after school program, you are allowed something called a “common core curriculum--4 years each of English, Private institutions that defines an achievement gap between low-income to retake the test} says Hoben. For students that go to the mandatory after science, math, and history” says Hoben. 

children and their peers from more affluent backgrounds. Low-income shoo] program but are still not able to raise their grade to a C, intercession 
and minority students do not perform as well in math and reading on programs are available in between semesters and in the summer. “You have 
standardized tests by statistically significant margins. When Dr. Hoben the opportunity to take 3, 2 hour classes a day, so 30 additional hours, where 

started the project to make quality education that emphasizes science and ve review the key, core things. Basically, it’s like an 
engineering, available to the fastest growing population in the United — a.tended semester” 
States, she came in direct confrontation with the achievement gap. 

Swe ee 
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motivation through many mechanisms. “I post their class averages and they Ee oa a] el 

kind of compete against each other. So they can see that they are improving east a i | 

and getting closer to closing the achievement gap,’ says Sover. In the spirit _ Posters like this one, : | ne Pie 
of recognition as a reward for high performance, Sover dedicated a space found in Mr. Sover’s sais a == - il vad Gee ‘al : 
in his classroom for different ranks of “Bio Baller”-ness. For those who biology classroom ay — (Sed OSG | 

attain “Bio Baller” status, they get a synchronized shout-out from the entire —_ remind the students ; E 6 A Sie La x 

class—“Ballaa!” A third motivational mechanism Mr. Sover uses in his ‘who they work for’ |) ‘amas he HS 4 | 

classroom is asking his students to remind themselves who they work for. tohelp keep them | a oo pS VY Yi , 

“They understand that they are getting an education to improve their future motivated to continue |- eo 

and that’s the reason a lot of their parents came here.” to perform well. : “ fl 

Low skills and motivation are problems that Carmen's teachers and Opportunities are out there. To take first generations and put them right 
administrators can deal with directly and in the classroom. “85% of our into college, it’s a culture shock,” says Hoben. 
kids use Spanish as the primary language in the home,” says Hoben, “so 
if you are going to want to engage parents in the whole process, you are Carmen’s recognition of the difficulty this culture shock can create for 

going to have to have services that address the fact that they are not _ the students’ success in college led them to implement a Deputy College 
native English speakers.” Transition Coordinator position. “You have to be a pretty independent 

person to be able to figure out how to navigate the college system. So 

Other facets of the achievement gap issue do not necessarily have WE really micromanage that process those first few years of college,” says 
solutions that can be solved through the hard work of a group of _Hoben. “We are trying to create a support system so first generations 
individuals but rather lie in resources that are out of reach. “85% of our Can not only get their college paid for but be successful.” Wwe 
kids use Spanish as the primary language in the home,’ says Hoben. “So 
if you are going to want to engage parents in the whole process, you are Article and Photography 
going have to have services that address the fact that they are not native by: Melody Pierson 

English speakers.” According to a Carmen brochure, 65% of the students Design by: Tom Bernath 
at Carmen are first generation high school graduates and 95% are first 
generation college enrollees. It was certainly a great achievement then, 
when 100% of the class of 2011, the first graduating class at Carmen, 
were accepted to 4 year colleges. 

93% are currently attending college. “The reason of course the other 
ones aren't is strictly financial. There is a limit to what we can do 
there,” says Hoben. To help address this issue, Dr. Hoben and her 
team developed another mechanism that makes their charter school 
unique—an internship program. “Our kids work one day a week and the 
sponsorship fees we collect for the interns goes into a scholarship fund. 
For every semester you intern you could get scholarship. Last year it was 
$600 a semester,” says Hoben. Not only does the internship program 
provide financial support, but it acts as an enriching out-of-classroom 
learning experience. “At the internship they go out and get life skills. 
They need to be able to see what professional cultures are and what the 

eee 
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Gym may take your breath, but it to further their ome of foreign languages. Some. continue where 
they left off in high school, while others take advantage of the new options 

doesn % give you breadth a offered at UW-Madison. Many also take an economics class for their social 
sciences requirement which can be very valuable both now and after 
graduation. Additionally, if you are interested in earning your Technical 

iberal Arts and Engineers: a fiercer on-campus rivalry is hard to Communication Certificate, there are several courses that will qualify as 

find. Of all the graduation requirements imposed on engineering {CC electives and also help with liberal arts for your primary degree. 
majors, some of the most obscure fall into this category. Two 

courses from the same department, one intermediate or higher level  [y the end it comes down to this; Just like the rest of your classes there will 

course, ethnic studies, social sciences... why so many restrictions? The he some you enjoy and some you don’t; some you think are pointless and 

goal of these requisites is to open up students to new schools of thought, others that seem invaluable. While the multitude of restrictions definitely 
and to hopefully help them find new areas of interest. While this is a noble put a hamper on which courses you can take, you should still be able to 

intent, the methods used seem to fall short, as is so often the case in the squeeze in a few that you actually want to. For the rest, try to find a course 

education world. that at least somewhat caters to your interests. The experience will be more 
enjoyable, more educational, and most likely the material will be easier for 

Many students here at UW-Madison have no problem with the idea of you to understand and relate to. While you're there don’t forget to branch 
breadth requirements to ensure graduates are well-rounded. This does out and meet some new people! We 
raise an issue with some, however. If engineers are required to take ‘ 
liberal studies electives to be well-rounded, why aren't liberal arts majors : 
required to take intermediate math or science courses? Fair is fair, after all. Article by: Nathan Rogers : ss 
And just think what it would do for the curve if an art history major took Photography and Design by: Dani Dewitt 
statics! It should be equally important that non-technical majors have an 
appreciation for how the world works as it is for technical majors to have 
an appreciation for how society works. 

Another area some students have problems with, as mentioned above, are 
the number of restrictions forced upon. Often times this leads to students 
digging through the undergraduate catalog in search of that “magic class” 
that will hopefully fill more than one of these requirements. So, instead of 
actually taking courses that may be of interest, the outcome is an almost 
cookie-cutter line-up of classes that are taken merely out of necessity. 
Many of these courses are taken purely because of ease, such as Scary 
Monsters or Music Appreciation, lovingly known by those who take it as 
“Clap for Credit”. The end result; instead of helping to broaden horizons, 
these requirements often become the equivalent of degree busywork. 

For a majority of students, the most difficult of these requirements to fill is 
ethnic studies. Many classes that seem like they would fill this requirement 
actually don’t; Asian Literature for example. Many of which do cater to 
a very specific interest group. Most students end up relying on friends’ 
advice for what course to take, but this doesn’t always work out for the 

best. So what are some of the most popular courses taken for ethnic A Pa >t A A 

studies by engineers? Anthropology 104 is a definite crowd pleaser, but ole lol E Right near tate talale, Arie 

be ready to read! Most find the material interesting but the work load can Se il Renting for Fall 2012 

be a pain. If that doesn't sound like your cup of tea, then Sociology 134 is we, ares - 

a good choice for those who don’t want too much of a time commitment. Tete 

Unfortunately these classes can vary quite a lot from semester to semester (ase eee arr a So 

as different teachers will have very different styles and motives. aa 

Luckily, there are a few useful courses that one can sneak in to fulfill at ea i} i 4 (II lH See ah 5 

least some of their breadth requirements. Many use this as an opportunity P ” i eas e 
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dt wall street software 
goes open source | 

all Street and the New York Stock Exchange are known for | On October 315', NYSE Technologies released the source code for MAMA 

We things: relentless capitalism, greed, scandal, wealth, under the GNU Lesser General Public License, making the software 

etc. Perhaps the only thing that the NYSE is not known for open source. The software, now called openMAMA, is hosted by the 

is sharing, yet sharing is exactly what Wall Street is doing with some of Linux Foundation. ‘The significance of this decision is that the source 

its software. code for MAMA can now be shared by the capital markets community, 
which includes vendors, small financial operations, financial start-ups 

NYSE Technologies is the information technology division of and even competitors to NYSE Technologies. 

NYSE-Euronext, the corporation that manages the New York Stock 

Exchange, along with a number of other exchanges around the world. _ Thereare several objectives behind the decision to move MAMA toan open 

Since the mid-90s, NYSE Technologies has licensed an application source distribution structure. First and foremost, NYSE Technologies is 

programming interface (API) to banks and investment funds called a commercial entity and part of the reason why it decided to open source 

MAMA. MAMA stands for — one of its key technologies is that it 

Middleware Agnostic Messaging : sees the potential to derive revenue 

API and it allows financial outfits “Data rates are growing, the number of sources from openMAMA. For example, 
to retrieve information from a are growing, the innovation is that data is NYSE Technologies sells a number 

centralized platform that streams ea eas . . of other software packages that 

data ie over two-hundred growing; It ts changing [and getting] a lot more are designed to work alangaide 

markets worldwide. complex, constantly.’ openMAMA. By opening up the 
source code for MAMA to the 

The purpose of MAMA, and other . public, NYSE Technologies hopes 

software like it, is to act as a tool that ~ Brian Boherty to see rapid growth in the adoption 

organizations on Wall Steet a. —————— of the technology. Thus, NYSE 

use to decide how to trade capital. 
The amount of data required to 
make those decisions is truly daunting. Every day approximately What is an API? 
$153 billion of stock is traded amongst organizations at the New York 
Stock Exchange alone. This huge sum of money is the net worth of 

approximately three billion shares of stock from over 3600 listed >> licati . f 

companies that are traded every day. Needless to say, nobody could filter An SP. ication progtammins, interlace 

and make decisions based on all of that data at once. As Brian Boherty, (API) is a particular set of rules that 

the managing director of NYSE Technologies says, “data rates are computers can use to communicate. 

growing, the number of sources are growing, the innovation is that data An API allows different applications to 
is growing; it is changing [and getting] a lot more complex, constantly.” understand each other. For example, an 

So programs like MAMA allow organizations to retrieve only the data API allows users to copy and paste text 

that is important to them at a given time. For example, an organization from Microsoft Word to Notepad. 

might be interested only in stock traded within a particular industry, or 
by a small group of companies, or even by just one particular company. 
Organizations then use even more software to filter and organize this 
data in a way that makes it usable. 

Fa eal] —SS=_E=_===_==aaS—— a —— 
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Technologies hopes that the market for their other software will expand. _ the fear of being locked into a particular set of technologies. In fact, 

Additionally, NYSE Technologies seeks to position itself at the center of aside from its economic objectives, the creation of this collaborative 

the open source financial software market, building customer loyalty and community was one of NYSE Technologies’ major goals in its initiative 

credibility in the process. to create openMAMA. According to Brian Boherty, “what really [NYSE 

Technologies] wanted to do here was to create an environment and an 

‘There are other, less self-centered reasons to open source MAMA though. ecosystem in the capital markets community where the innovation is 

For example, like all technology, the scale and complexity of the software _ shared with everyone.” 
used on Wall Street is constantly increasing; in fact the rate at which 

these technologies are becoming more complex is accelerating. Many of _ In its current form, openMAMA is only compatible with Linux systems 

NYSE Technologies’ clients were unable to keep up with the rapid pace _and not all of the source code for MAMA has been released; however, 

of technological advancement on their own. , so NYSE Technologies took NYSE Technologies promises that, within the coming months, the 
entirety of the MAMA code will be available as an open source financial 

ae - . . . . messaging API. Additionally, openMAMA will be made available for 

“Within this community, financial outfits, use on any computing platform. By May, 2013, openMAMA is scheduled 

funds, banks, traders and vendors can operate tobe fully open sourced on (in order of implementation) C, C++, Win32, 

without the fear of being locked into a -NET and Solaris. As openMAMA Ca available, it 

: may well be the future of software in the capital markets industry not 

particular set of technologies.” only because it will help existing companies become more profitable and 
efficient, but also because it will allow new companies to enter the market 

more easily. we 

the innovative approach of turning over their software to the community. 
Consumers of openMAMA can develop their own feed handlers for Article by: Scott Hatfield 
filtering and interpreting market data, which enables downstream users, Design by: Evan Owens 
and the capital markets community as a whole, to more rapidly adapt to 
changing technology. 

Another important problem solved by openMAMA is called vendor lock- 
in. Currently, various software tools for the financial services industry 
are distributed by vendors. Software vendors are simply business 
organizations that develop and sell software, either for mass-markets or 
niche applications. One of the primary ways that vendors differentiate 
themselves from their competition is to develop proprietary software, No subletting hassles - our leases end in May! 

which they guard, sometimes fairly fiercely, against development by any 
third party, including their clients. For example, there are many vendors 

that sell software that works with MAMA. However, the problem What makes a great apartment? It’s 

that businesses face when they purchase software from vendors is that . . 

they can become dependent on one particular vendor to satisfy their having a 9-month lease that works with 

technological needs. This is an issue because the costs associated with your schedule while paying as little as 

switching from one vendor to another are extremely high. So, when a $473/mo. It’s where all of your needs 
company chooses a software vendor, they are stuck with that vendor are met, your way. It’s at the Regent. 

for the foreseeable future and they can face problems if the vendor they 
choose falls behind other vendors in terms of the quality, performance 
and cost of their software. . . 

OpenMama solves this problem by creating a capital markets community Easy | IVI n g . 
based on a common, freely-available platform. Within this community, 
financial outfits, funds, banks, traders and vendors can operate without 

What is Source Code? 
: 800.456.0223 THE REGENT RY 

LiveAtRegent.com APARTMENTS 

>> Source code is text that computer : i 
programmers write using the format eo 
and syntax ofa particular programming ry ie ! 

language. Source code is converted to ' zi ! y 

binary (ones and zeros) when a computer . rf 4 A fv jue | 

runs it, but because binary makes little 4 ; ) ew Lb | 

sense to humans, source code makes it ————— ial] : a ig ee a 

easier for humans to read code. é, | en 
i ‘| } oe 
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Soc University of Wisconsin-Madison Hosts the 2012 Region H Conference 
fety of Women E 

he = 
he Society of Women Engineers (SWE) is an engineering Dairy, Epic Systems (a medical health records company based in time management. Pagel explains, “It’s amazing what you don’t have to 

student organization on campus that promotes the involvement _ Verona), or Capitol Brewery. As if this were not enough to fill one’s day, Se “ge ie do every day, as opposed to what needs to get done.” Finally, there comes 

of women in fields of science, technology, engineering, and attendees may also pass out their résumés at the career fair that the ; fundraising. According to the two, “The biggest hurdle in fundraising is 

math - but you have heard all of that before. What you might not have _ conference will be hosting. Once the day is over, the guests will have to know who to contact.” 

known is that SWE is a national organization with both professional pone : ¥ 

and collegiate sections, all split into regions and each of which hosts ce ly Still, Pagel and Kriger are satisfied with their accomplishments and 

a regional conference every year. And this year... the University of “Since school has started, we have planned and ps = what they have ahead of them. They look at the experience as a way to 

Wisconsin-Madison takes center stage! coordinated 40 sessions, four tours, the online 4 a | o learn, and oe to bs haere Sider of SWE. ne 

. . Py riger comments, “One thing I’ve heard many times - if you can plan a 

This February 17th - 19th, the UW-Madison chapter of SWE is hosting registration system, figured out food, got all of i yo Et 2 conference, planning a wedding will be way easier.” 

the annual Region H conference, a massive event that requires extensive the entertainment, and have made a game plan a os a 

planning. Region H is the largest of the SWE regions, with about 2,800 for acquiring volunteers.” i . — Pay So what about after the conference? The pair does not know just yet — 

members, 45 university sections, and 13 professional sections. It includes . i i “Nothing matters until the conference is over.” - But one thing is certain, 

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, lowa, North Dakota . ¥ oan ye & “4 they will definitely be better equipped for the future. |B 

and South Dakota. Being one of the largest regions, the Regional -Becky Kriger iy ¥ Rae | 
Conference:tends)/to getia.large numberof attendees, typically 700 to i is 4 oP se | Article by: Sophie Weinsheim 

800. With such a large number of guests anticipated to the Madison Late 3g \ Phtography and Design by: Marita Thou 

area, what better place to host a conference than the Concourse Hotel? dinner with another keynote speaker, and wrap up the night with social r I 
events. Sunday morning, exhausted and exhilarated by the previous ai 

The hotel is essentially booked for the weekend, save 11 single rooms, days goings-on, the attendees can grab a complimentary breakfast, i 
and it is ready and waiting for the Region H Conference Events. When __ check out, and return home, satisfied that they have networked, learned, —, 
attendees check in on Friday night, they have the choice of going out —_ and enjoyed a weekend with new friends. ili. ay Pig 

and exploring Madison or sticking around for some relaxed networking, Ss 
otherwise known as fun. The next morning, guests will have breakfast | The conference may seem fairly straightforward - a standard — 
with a keynote speaker, and then attend their choice of five sessions networking experience, you might think; that is until youare in charge Sophie Weinsheim, a member of the regional committee, is , 

catered toward Professional development, personal development, of planning one. Becky Kriger, a senior in Chemical Engineering and updating the SWE website: http://swe.sic.engr.wisc.edu/ at the 
networking, section building, and much more. Conference attendees full time SWE member, and Kim Pagel, a junior in Construction 
can also choose to tour the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, Babcock | Management and Engineering and also a full time “SWEster,” are Bese Ti AE 

the Regional Committee co-chairs, and they pretty much run the of what our committee has done so far,” she beams, “because we have Py 

" show. Thankfully, the dynamics of the duo could not be more ideal. gotten a lot done.” at ; 

mi §= “We being co-chairs could not have gone any better, it’s the perfect if 
= combination,” says Pagel. Kriger agrees, “Kim and I are just made The planning was not all smooth sailing, however. During the é i <a " 

P \ ee to be together.” It is a good thing too - the UW-Madison chapter of summer, no committee members were in the same place, so keeping q at 4 he 

ower c=) N ' SWE added 14 new officers to their team this year in order to plan the in communication was a struggle. Kriger and Pagel coordinated video % oe i a 

CAN i conference, and Kriger and Pagel manage them all. These additional calls, phone meetings, and a meeting once a month in person to try to % oy ts z 

* = | j positions include: a finance chair, corporate relations chairs, sessions keep on track. There are certain things that simply cannot be planned ry fie 8 a Te 4 
a S72 f — planner, career fair planner, tours chair, website manager, registration nine months in advance, so staying ahead of the game really helped a » > Le ij i , 

Pa l" ca ~ a ee chair, hotel liaison, entertainment chair, and volunteer coordinator. the committee to accomplish everything they needed in the time cram g é pee | - 

ra i) one ght . Bl || All of whom have been working together since last spring to work on they had. & <i a i 
es a a ‘ i Ae laa et the conference. Most of the summer was spent planning ahead and ee) ne i 

" AC ao BY jos: fe es asking companies to be sponsors, but things really kicked in during Allin all, being co-chairs for one of the largest region conferences really | a Ribak 

Fe | a ue oo an LH \ ne ea the fall semester. According to Kriger, “Since school has started, we pushed Kriger and Pagel to their fullest potential. They acquired a variety 7 eg d | 
till eI Sant od y have planned and coordinated 40 sessions, four tours, the online of skills, including how to write professional emails, being able to talk to “ieee i 3gtF 

ee “an “= tl a registration system, figured out food, got all of the entertainment, and companies, talking to large groups versus small groups, how to manage , r i * ie 

woo gait SS Pie ga an have made a game plan for acquiring volunteers.” people without micromanaging them, leading without giving orders, ci ; 

Becky Kriger, a senior in Chemical Engineering, and Kim Pagel, ee aan : recognizing Wun Kosten uvand woo nee eae roles Mackenzie Bower, also a SWEster, is working on a project for one of 
junior lin Consturetion Management and Engineerina:arethe. And that was by the beginning of November. To their relief, all that is — “It’s not like they work for us...” ays Kriger, it is more of a “do what her design classes’ 
J i i x 9 9 9 lef are the logistics of the conference such as which room should hold you need to do so that there will be a career fair at the conference.” The 9 

Regional comittee co-chairs. each session and where the signs should be placed. “I’m really proud pair has gotten better at presentations, holding meetings, marketing, and 

= SY el 
SS eee EE———————————— SSS ee —————————————— 
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Pe C MCL an ere mace TUM UOTE CAe Meteor Teco youl Py hi need not worry. To start with, you can 
clothing is paramount if you dare to brave the frigid air. In the a | eg ee ary certainly go ice-skating. First timers 
past few years, snow has had an impressive showing on campus, a . aK will indeed slip and fall, but practice = 

resulting in two snow days in the last two years. For some, the white ‘a " Y iN makes perfect! There is a rink at the a | ed 
fluff brings with it the opportunity of adventure and excitement. For } 4) a) STOIC CT ME Co Tarte nt ae <a 7 i ei Oo ' 

others, it is nothing more than a nuisance. So let me ask all of you; be ai s eA with your student ID and skate during #4 eee ae onl alee Hs i a itl 

SO ie LUAU aL Oi __ 1 me ore a2 . 
id sagF - 

et i For all those who said ‘nay’, I bet you're going to have a lot of fun once si i =. L$ If even that does not get you out in the i. rr aoe ‘ sy ve 
you find out how much can be done in this season. And those who said : 4 ae | wy cold, this will - sledding. It’s as simple as ats ™ web Zs i ae hoa a j ] 

Brame prelim canons telcoar Cashel (etm CK m a oqo (oie se (am _ - , — =e : ss climbing up a hill and slipping down as = rn cer oS w a « 2 sale weg 

ss ee if it were a slide. It may sound childish, gow el say re Ty om mais — = k 
Now when someone says snow, the first thing that pops into your Re : = - - ee but that’s half the fun! Most common P c i | e \\ \ We = ote -_ it %j 

head might be a snowman or maybe snowball fights. That is the kind ” 5 @y/ | |* <a te ae here on campus is ‘tray sledding’. In eo. ag ee es . ee. a! 2 Bet ee 
meres meCla cM en Mise m Mie Ce Teneo Cm eels ae | J ke —s ¥- simple words, grab a tray from any oe See F 4 aan Ae t + y es rar se —_ 

snowmen and snowball fights, but winters in Madison last for ages and . ee # ee oN coe CMS OTB Ome tCrZ om tno aT a Ra | ol 4 

you really can’t do this all the time. There is indeed much more that EE te aS ea tee and allow someone to push you down me ‘ 
you can do with snow - skiing, snowboarding, ice-skating, sledding, ice A snowboarder CS EMO ee Ue a ect ee the hill — weeee! No skill required, no 

fishing, polar plunges - the list goes on and on. Warning: Do not try these stunts until you are a pro. technique necessary; just go out and do 

it! Race with your friends or make some 
As life gives you lemons, iN make Pe when Mo All of these od have been skiing or snowboarding since they were Se ue the uu - do whatever OT ne es 

gives you snow, you go snowboarding”, Christa Wille says, a senior in _ young. But will it be the same for a beginner - someone who has never you can imagine. Climb up Observatory 
biomedical engineering. Christa has been snowboarding for four years doneany such thing before? Well, anything new that you do, or something SS FINE teCeR enorme celee xen 
and was the director of the Alpine Ski team during her junior and senior _ that you need to learn from scratch is never a piece of cake. That initial people living north of Bascom Hill were one team and those on the 
year, and assistant director for two years before that. Even though she __ effort and courage needed to face your fears is always required, but in Now for those interested in extreme sports- did all of the above lack South East side were another team. They battled to reach the top of 
evi itele elec ona rcerT Eero eects gael GOCE CeKce ner (Mmm R LSC MAIVNCoO Vote ccU I a lclaec tyme eye aes SCH er re ICob me aeem (emo enough madness for you? Here’s what you could do ~ polar plunge. All Bascom Hill and conquer it; trust me, it is way more exciting to do than 
snowboarding. It’s important to find some time to relax and according _ addition, Hoofers offers ski and snowboard lessons to assist beginners. you need to do is find a frozen lake (Mendota, Monona, Wingra - pick read about. Don’t forget your cafeteria for this one too as snowballs 
to Wille, the rush you get snowboarding or skiing is something youcan’t These sports give you a reason to brave the winter - rather than waste Canes Kolm EL coat molt ae Wie) CR NeyenTarM Cou ce tC PaC Tate Mentone -Co TCM S(t MME TeaR Tone Li LaMy bates eae Cel cote ca eCGe aioe Toe COLUM Et oR NCS Col 

get anywhere. Dan Fourness, president of Hoofers club shares a similar _ your time loathing it. a steam room. Confused? Here’s the deal — after spending some time in 
opinion and says, “being outdoors is an excellent break for both the body the steam room, run towards the hole and jump inside. And yes,[mean _ There is also a winter festival that takes place here with all kinds of 

and mind and at the same time it gives you a chance to goa little away —_ Wille believes that learning to ski is easier than learning to snowboard, jump inside the freezing water! No matter how insane it may sound, _ events like making ice sculptures and ski and snowboard races, even 
from the campus and have fun. Being able to do it and enjoy it gives you _but it’s harder to become a more technical skier than a technical OMe DRT yee bm CN Loe COC Dena iam B TST Com Volt OOO a CUD MINE oe ROLL RO mL ES mM PLONE T Resa 
a sense of pride to be able to teach yourself to do something.” According snowboarder. Skis have hard boots attached to the skis, so even small calm and peaceful — all the things that a student needs to seriously _ events spread all around Madison. 

to Matt Walker and Katie Kratcha, the directors of the Nordic Team, “all | movements affect your motion, any manipulation or fine tuning of lower their stress levels, just make sure to use caution for this one! 
the fear that you might have converts to adrenaline once you really start | movements can have a large effect. Hence, learning to ski might be There really is too much to do as you have read. On a really important 
skiing, it’s like a challenge - something that you've got to accomplish.” easy, but understanding the technicalities and then implementing them To top it all, a snowball fight - rather a snow war! The first thing you __ note, any of your new, bizarre or crazy ideas are welcome. Please write to 

can be a challenge. On the other hand, snowboarders wear soft boots; need is a lot of snow, so check the weather forecast us at wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu about anything you plan to do with the snow 
small movements can be ‘absorbed’ by the boots. In fact the maximum LYS Coc CUO TeD tera gE one. Once that’s done, let the and we'll try to get your idea out in the public. All those who haven't tried 
potential that a snowboarder can have depends on the maximum battle begin. In the past few years, an enormous a winter activity, please do because after all of the fun you'll be pouting 

“When life gives you lemons, you make Oe ROR UTS bee kee battle on Bascom PSO CCl con Ce OCLC MU a CLM LOOn eS O eso (VC 

hla sie hte pata ete ROE e ORO msec m Is IOR TS A Article by: Yaman Sangar 
go UT LUC ley LOSE oead Cem Hm O NCE CCaT ett ; tells el a Se a Red @ 0 

rush from skiing and Peat T aU eu Leute 
= snowboarding, you ) ) 

ES ~ j 
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CHARACTER CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Weir Minerals Division aceet Findorff is one of Wisconsin's leading builders. We are a r 
inera 

Solutions company built on character and integrity, with a culture that 

ee supports giving generously to our community. Above all, we 

are committed to bringing the highest level of service and quality, 

1s craftsmanship to every project we build. 
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The finest in eclectic humor 

Understanding 

Engineers... 

To the optimist,the glass is half-full. To 
the pessimist,the glass is half-empty. To 
the engineer, the glass is twice as big as it 

needs to be. 

Two engineering students were biking across a university 
campus when one said, “Where did you get such a great bike?” 

The second engineer replied, “Well, I was walking along 
yesterday, minding my own business, when a beautiful woman 

rode up on this bike, threw it to the ground, took off all her 
clothes and said, “Take what you want.” The first engineer 

nodded approvingly and said, “Good choice: The clothes 
probably wouldn't have fit you anyway.” A priest, a doctor, and an engineer were waiting one morning for a 

particularly slow group of golfers. The engineer fumed, “What's with 
those guys? We must have been waiting for fifteen minutes!” The doctor 
chimed in, “I don’t know, but I’ve never seen such inept golf!” The priest 

said, “Here comes the greens-keeper. Let’s have a word with him.’ He said, 
“Hello? George, What's wrong with that group ahead of us? They're rather 
slow, aren't they?” The greens-keeper replied, “Oh, yes. That’s a group of 
blind firemen. They lost their sight saving our clubhouse from a fire last 

year, so we always let them play for free anytime.” The group fell silent for 
a moment. The priest said, “That's so sad. I think I will say a special prayer 

for them tonight.” The doctor said, “Good idea. I’m going to contact 
my ophthalmologist colleague and see if there’s anything she can do for 

them.” The engineer said, “Why can't they play at night?” 

The graduate with a science degree asks, “Why 

does it work?” The graduate with an engineering 
degree asks, “How does it work?” The graduate 

with an accounting degree asks, “How much will it 
cost?” The graduate with an arts degree asks, “Do 

you want fries with that?” 
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Normal people believe that 
if it ain't broke, don't fix it. 

Engineers believe that if it ain't 
broke, it doesn’t have enough 

features yet. 

Three engineering students were gathered together 
discussing who must have designed the human body. One 

said, “It was a mechanical engineer. Just look at all the 

joints.’ Another said, “No, it was an electrical engineer. 

The nervous system has many thousands of electrical An engineer was crossing a road one day, when a frog called 
connections.” The last one said, “No, actually it had to have out to him and said, “If you kiss me, I'll turn into a beautiful 
been a civil engineer. Who else would run a toxic waste princess.” He bent over, picked up the frog, and put it in his 

pipeline through a recreational area?” pocket. The frog spoke up again and said, “If you kiss me, I'll 
turn back into a beautiful princess and stay with you for one 
week.” The engineer took the frog out of his pocket, smiled 
at it and returned it to the pocket. The frog then cried out, 
“Tf you kiss me and turn me back into a princess, I’ll stay 

with you for one week and do anything you want.” Again, the 
engineer took the frog out, smiled at it and put it back into his 
pocket. Finally, the frog asked, “What is the matter? I’ve told 
you I'm a beautiful princess and that I'll stay with you for one 
week and do anything you want. Why won't you kiss me?” 
‘The engineer said, “Look, I’m an engineer. I don't have time 

for a girlfriend, but a talking frog - now that's cool! 

What is the difference between 
mechanical engineers and civil 

engineers? Mechanical engineers build 
weapons. Civil engineers build targets. 

EE _ 
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$420 Billion in Expected Growth 
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University of Wisconsin-Madison: 

@ Top-rated by U.S. News & World Report 

WISCONSIN in the first-ever Online Engineering 

: Graduate Program Ranking 
. - M #1 in the category of “Teaching Practices and Student Engagement” 

: * M #1 in the category of “Student Services and Technology” 

) M One of only three universities that made U.S. News & World 
era Report's “Honor Roll” 

\ 

UW-Madison offers online engineering graduate programs 
in areas including: 

@ Engineering management (professional practice) 

@ Engine systems 

@ Polymer engineering and science 

X @ Technical Japanese 

> in - @ Electrical and computer engineering (power electronics) 

? ” — Mechanical engineering (controls) 

ys Learn more at epd.engr.wisc.edu/usnews
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Best Wishes To All The Graduating Engineers! 
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